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amk30
Electronic Table Name = SCREEN

amk30
NOTE: hospid field removed from database



amk30
Electronic Table Name = SCREEN

amk30
NOTE that variable 'COMMENT' is not included in the limited access dataset, in compliance with non-identifiability requirements.

amk30
NOTE that some of the data originally entered into 'OTHTXT' (item 14 Other Description) have been masked, due to the sensitive nature of these data.  Please refer to page 2 item 8 of the Change Descriptions document (01-03_changes.pdf) for further detail.





amk30
NOTE that the data from the 'EXCLUDE' table have not been included in the limited access dataset, in compliance with non-identifiability requirements.



amk30
NOTE that the data from the 'EXCLUDE' table have not been included in the limited access dataset, in compliance with non-identifiability requirements.





amk30
Electronic Table Name = PHYSIO



amk30
Electronic Table Name = BABG

amk30
NOTE: the original production of the data extract tables combined the above variables into: fio2, pao2, paco2, ph, and intubate, as you can see in the electronic 'babg' table you have received.  No data were altered as a result of this restructuring.

amk30
NOTE: in the database, the 'copnum' variable represents the rows shown here



amk30
Electronic Table Name = VITAL

amk30
NOTE that this baseline 'Vital' form was joined with the on-study 'Vital' form (page 13) to create the electronic 'vital' table that you have received.



amk30
NOTE that this baseline Chest XRay form was joined with the on-study Chest XRay form (page 15) to create the electronic 'oschest' table that you have received.

amk30
NOTE that this baseline 'med' form was joined with the on-study 'med' form (page 15) to create the electronic 'med' table that you have received.





amk30
Electronic Table Name = VENT

amk30
NOTE that this baseline 'Vent' form was joined with the on-study 'Vent' form (page 14) to create the electronic 'vent' table that you have received.



amk30
Electronic Table Name = VITAL

amk30
NOTE that this on-study 'Vital' form was joined with the baseline 'Vital' form (page 9) to create the electronic 'vital' table that you have received.



amk30
Electronic Table Name = VENT

amk30
NOTE that this on-study 'Vent' form was joined with the baseline 'Vent' form (page 12) to create the electronic 'vent' table that you have received.



amk30
NOTE that this on-study Chest XRay form was joined with the baseline Chest XRay form (page 10) to create the electronic 'oschest' table that you have received.

amk30
NOTE that this on-study 'med' form was joined with the baseline 'med' form (page 10) to create the electronic 'med' table that you have received.



amk30
Electronic Table Name = WEAN

amk30
NOTE that variable 'WEA2NO' has been removed from the limited access dataset, to maintain non-identifiability.

amk30
NOTE that variable 'WEA5TXT' has been removed from the limited access dataset, to maintain non-identifiability.



amk30
Electronic Table Name = WEAN

amk30
NOTE that the electronic table 'WEAN' also contains the following variables: ventctm2, pao2, peechng, noph, and volin.  These were added as the ARDSNet03 CRFs were developed.  To view the corresponding questions that were used with these variables, please refer to the annotated Weaning form for ARDSNet03 (ardsnet03_crfs.pdf).





amk30
NOTE: the original production of the data extract tables combined the above variables into: vdate, sysbp, pafi, plate, creat, bili, and vaso, as you can see in the electronic 'bruss' table you have received.  No data were altered as a result of this restructuring.





amk30
NOTE that the electronic database 'AER' also contains the following variables: system1, system2, failure, msof, and death.  Please refer to the Summary of Changes document (01-03_changes.pdf) for a description of these variables.

amk30
NOTE that variables 'OTHER' and 'DESC' are not included in the limited access dataset, in compliance with non-identifiability requirements.



amk30
variable name = 'status'



amk30
NOTE that the data from the 'COMMENT' table have not been included in the limited access dataset, in compliance with non-identifiability requirements.


	DisclaimerBox0: Persons using assistive technology may not be able to fully access information in this file. For assistance, e-mail biolincc@imsweb.com. Include the Web site and filename in your message.


